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ON THE BORDISM RING OF COMPLEX

PROJECTIVE SPACE

CLAUDE SCHOCHET

Abstract. The bordism ring MUt{CPa>) is central to the theory

of formal groups as applied by D. Quillen, J. F. Adams, and others

recently to complex cobordism. In the present paper, rings

Et(CPm) are considered, where E is an oriented ring spectrum,

R=7rt(£), andpR=0 for a prime/». It is known that Et(CPcc) is

freely generated as an .R-module by elements {ßT\r^0}. The ring

structure, however, is not known. It is shown that the elements

{/VI^O} form a simple system of generators for £t(CP°°) and that

ßlr=s"rß„r mod(/?j, • • • , ßvr-i) for an element s e R (which corre-

sponds to [CP"-1] when E=MUZV). This may lead to information

concerning Et(K(Z, n)).

1. Introduction. Let E he an associative, commutative ring spectrum

with unit, with R=n*E. Then E determines a generalized homology

theory £* and a generalized cohomology theory E* (as in G. W. White-

head [5]). Following J. F. Adams [1] (and using his notation throughout),

assume that E is oriented in the following sense :

There is given an element x e £*(CPX) such that £*(S2) is a free R-

module on i*(x), where i:S2=CP1-+CP00 is the inclusion.

(The Thom-Milnor spectrum MU which yields complex bordism theory

and cobordism theory satisfies these hypotheses and is of seminal interest.)

By a spectral sequence argument and general nonsense, Adams shows:

(1.1) E*(CP ) is the graded ring of formal power series /?[[*]].

(1.2) The map m:E*(CPc°)^E*(CPa' xCPx) induced by the group

multiplication on CP00 =K(Z, 2) gives F^CT"") and E*(CPX) the structure

of commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebras over R.

Writing the coproduct m:R[[x]]-*R[[Xx, x2]] by m(x)=p(xy, x2) =

^a^xlxi, (1.2) implies

(1.3) m is A-linear and satisfies the equations

p(xx, 0) = Xx,       p(0, x2) = x2,

p(xx, p(x2, x3)) = p(p(xx, x2), x3),

fl(Xx, x2) = p(x2, Xx).
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Condition (1.3) is precisely the statement that m is a formal product and

that (E*(CPœ), m) is a formal group. Recent work by Quillen [3] and

others has indicated the great strength of formal group techniques in

studying complex bordism and cobordism. It therefore seems reasonable

to attain to a very firm grasp on the Hopf algebra E^CP00), which is

central to bordism applications.

Let ( , ):E*(CPc°)®E*(CPa')--R be the Kronecker pairing. There are

unique elements ßn e E^CF™) such that (x% ßn)=bln. Adams proves:

(1.4) £*(CP°°) is a free J?-module on generators 1 =ß0, /?,, • • • , ßn, ■ ■ ■.

(1.5) The   coproduct  Y  on   E*(CPœ)   is  determined   by  Y(ßn)=

11=0 ßi®ßn-i-
The remaining open problem is the expression of the algebra structure

of E*(CPX) in some reasonable way. This would be of some conceptual

interest, and it would also be of practical interest, for example, in the

computation of E*(K(Z, 3)) via the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence

with E2=ToxE^Cp^)(R, R).

Our approach to the problem is via restriction to

2. Hopf algebras of prime characteristic. Henceforth assume that

pR=0 for a fixed prime p. (For example, one could take E to be the

spectrum corresponding to the theory MU*( ; Z„), where Z„ is the field of

p elements.)

(2.1) Definition. An augmented Ä-algebra A is said to have the

ordered set ylt y2, • • • ,yn, • • • as a simple system of generators if the

monomials

IVii • • ■ y\ \h<h<---< h and 0 < t, < p}

form a free .R-basis for A, and if for each «, only finitely many j3 have

degree n.

Let QA denote the ^-module of indecomposable elements of A; i.e.

QA =IA/(IA)2 where I A is the kernel of the augmentation A-+R.

(2.2) Main Theorem, (a) The elements ßx, ßB,---, /?„„, • • • form a

free R-basisfor QE^CP™).
(b) ßpP„=svnßP, mod(A, ■ • • , Ä,.-0 where ¿=2^ aiA(x*, ßr1) e R.

(c) If deg(x)<0, then the elements ßx, ßp,---, ßv„, ■ ■ ■ form a simple

system of generators for E*(CPX).

The proof of the Main Theorem is simple and purely algebraic, resting

upon a decomposition theorem for Hopf algebras of the type E*(CP™)

which is stated below and proved in [4]. We now present the algebraic

setting for
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3. The Decomposition Theorem. Let R be a graded commutative ring

with Rn=0 if n is negative, pR=0 for a prime integer /», and x an in-

determinate of nonpositive degree. Define F to be the free Ä-module on

generators 1 =/?„, ßlt ■ • ■ , ßn, • ■ • with deg(ßk)=—deg(xk). Give F the

structure of an /?-coalgebra via the Whitney coproduct

n

(3.1) XV(ßn) = Ißi®ßn-i

and define the Kronecker pairing ( , ):/?[[x]]0F-*.R by (x\ ßn)=o'„. Let

m:R[[x]]—>-R[[xx, x2]] he a cocommutative formal product (satisfying

(1.3)), so that F becomes a commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebra

over R.

Let F0 he the /{-subalgebra of F generated by ßx- Direct calculation

shows

(3.2) ß!=sßi   in F

v/here s= ^fflzl oiil(xi, ßx-1} e R. Hence F0 is isomorphic as an Ä-algebra

to the polynomial algebra generated over R by ßx modulo the relation

ßl~sßi- In fact>tne isomorphism is as Hopf algebras, if we assume ßx to

be primitive.

Define Fn to be the polynomial algebra generated over R by ßvn (where

deg(/3j.)=deg(/SJ.)) modulo the relation

(3.3) pV = i»"pV
with the Hopf algebra (over R) structure obtained by declaring /?„„ to be

primitive.

(3.4) Decomposition Theorem. There exists a diagram of Hopf

algebras and morphisms of Hopf algebras over R:

F0->F=G0

1
Fx     -*     Gx

r2      -*■     G2

such that for each n^.1,

'■Gn=Gn_xl¡Fn-x =

1 ==Poi ßvn> P2p"'

under projection),

j/K:Gn = G„_1//Fn_1=G„_i®FniÄ is the free R-module on generators

1 =ß0, ßpn, ß2pn, • ■ ■ , ßkP„ ■ ■ • (which are the images of ßkpn e G0
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H§n : The map F„-*Gn is given by ßvn-+ßJ>n and is an inclusion of Hopf

algebras,

and consequently, lim„ Gn—R (on the identity ß0).

4. Proof of the Main Theorem. Setting F=E*(CPa'), it suffices to

prove the following, purely algebraic

(4.1) Theorem.    With the notation and assumptions of §3 :

(a) The elements ßx, ßp, • • • , ßv*, • • -form a free R-basis for QF.

(h)   fin = S»%n mOdift, • •  ■   , ß„n-l).

(c) If deg(x)<0, then the elements ßx, ßv, • • • , ß„n, • ■ • form a simple

system of generators for F.

Part (a) is immediate from diagram (3.5) and the definition of Fn. For

part (b), pass to Gn=F/(/31, • • • , ßP*-i) and observe that i8J„=¿í>"/33)„

there. Part (c) requires induction upon deg($J • • • $*). Note that if

deg(x)=0, as in the case of complex K-theory, then the monomials

ßi\ ' ' ' ß\kk still provide a free .R-basis for F, but the finiteness part of (2.1)

is not satisfied.
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